I know very little about Alicia. Only what is seen in the film. At times, the writer knows the characters' past and their future, far beyond the ending of the film. In this case, I have the same information as the spectator. Alicia's real film begins at the end, in the theater, when she meets Marco who has been so moved by the sighs in Masurca Fogo. Perhaps, at some other time, I'll tell the story of the two of them, Marco and Alicia, but first I'd have to write it. -Pedro Almodóvar, Club Cultura, www.clubcultura.com ous contacts, it is Alicia who notices Marco first, recognizing him as the emotional man, seated just a row ahead of her in the theater, who cried during the ballet. As the conscious Alicia's emerging story intersects here with Marco's story, the brief encounter between the characters both concludes the film's original plotlines and opens new narrative possibilities for the future. This poignant moment warrants close attention for its handling of narrative closure and fantasmatic opening, as well as of the topics that will be my focus in this essay: narrative, intimacy, and coincidence.
The coincidental nature of this not-really-first meeting is clearly palpable for the audience. Unaware that Alicia attended the same performance, Marco enters the lobby lighting a cigarette, clearly still emotional. In a luminous close-up we see Alicia looking at him: her eyes seem steady and intrigued, but also dreamy and intense, as if she is trying to see through him or to reach him from, as Almodóvar's own commentary puts it, "a remote place." 1 This is not a gaze of casual curiosity for the plight of a stranger, as when Benigno ( Javier Cámara) notices Marco crying during a Bausch piece in the first scenes of the film, but one that demands a corresponding or reciprocating gaze. She is trying to catch his eye, to be looked at in return, perhaps even to register that she was also moved by the ballet or that she noticed him crying. In a film that foregrounds dialogue and communication, it is striking that, after being spectacularly out of reach for so long, Alicia is now actively trying to communicate with Marco.
The reaction she receives from him is appropriately charged: in what functions as a signature element by this point in the film, the sight of Alicia takes Marco's breath away, startling him into momentary shock. She holds his gaze as he calms himself and sits on a couch across the room, then initiates a short, inconclusive conversation that Almodóvar reports rewriting eight hundred times. "Are you all right?" Alicia asks. "Yes," Marco replies, but then adds, "I don't know." Although they are in the theater lobby, their voices remain low as if they were alone in the space, an intimacy accentuated by their visual presentation. They sit on matching red couches depicted in mirror-image long shots, with Alicia seated on her couch on the right edge of the frame and Marco on the left of his, as if they were approaching each other through the invisible gutter between the frames of the film. The next pair of shots are matching close-ups; she smiles, and he smiles back and replies, "I am much better now," so softly that she cannot hear it. "What?" she asks, still smiling. At this point Alicia's ballet teacher Katerina (Geraldine Chaplin) notices Alicia speaking to him; in the pan that follows her point of view, we see Marco's answer, a self-conscious dismissive gesture that may be interpreted as "Never mind," or "Oh, it is not important." But Katerina's face registers the actual importance of the encounter she witnesses. She hurries between them and helps Alicia back to her theater seat.
As I have tried to suggest in this description, Alicia's presence and agency at the end of the film, conveyed here in the intensity of her gaze and her short exchange with Marco, activate a sense of wonder, both for him in the diegesis and for the audience. The very fact that this young woman moves, walks, and talks seems like a miracle, since Alicia has spent four years in a coma and most of the film in the confines of her hospital room. That she and Marco occupy the same space is similarly amazing -a magnificent coincidence that promises to deliver a satisfying and melodramatic sense of closure. As one of the few conscious and willed actions we see her perform in the film, Alicia's effort to communicate with Marco activates impossible audience expectations, as Almodóvar proposes in his commentary: "She doesn't know who that man is. She doesn't have a memory of her previous state, but she looks at him from a place where she feels she knows him." The illogical reading that Almodóvar's visual treatment of her gaze invites is that Alicia may be unconsciously recognizing the already dense web of connections between them, or intuitively responding to what everyone else, including the audience, knows: that they are not really strangers to each other.
In this essay I explore the ways in which Almodóvar's narrative and visual strategies construct immediate and dense relationships between strangers so successfully that true strangers rarely exist in his films. I propose that this stylistic tendency pivots on Almodóvar's deft handling of coincidence, which in itself can be considered a signature element of his work. While coincidental plots characterize many of Almodóvar's films, Talk to Her in particular provides us with an extensive and multivalent deployment of coincidence as a narrative feature. As a storyteller and cinematic narrator, Almodóvar has become a master of classical film modalities and indeed seems intent on mining classical forms for their expressive potential. Combining theatricality and melodramatic intensity with narrative and dramatic concepts from such other media as dance, video art, photography, and painting, Almodó-var's use of coincidence has narrative as well as epistemological and political ramifications: it presents a wish for the formation and retention of common histories among strangers, in effect revealing a utopian desire for a sense of community that is political and emotional. And in addition to informing Almodóvar's narrative poetics in this film, the creation of social and emotional bonds between individuals functions as an allegorical foil for the relationship between text and audience. As we see in Marco and Alicia's encounter in the context of Masurca fogo, a scene that I will return to repeatedly in this essay, the production and reception of artworks constitutes one of the main modes of creating connections among strangers in this film.
But intimacy is both idealized and problematic in Talk to Her, a film that features a provocative and controversial dimension in Benigno's rape of the comatose Alicia. What is the relationship between the ideal sense of community and shared history that Almodóvar aims to create among the nonstrangers that populate this film and the one-sided "intimacy" of Benigno's sexual use of Alicia? Benigno's rape of Alicia is indeed one of the worst things a stranger may do. How can the utopian vision presented by the film coexist with the ethical difficulties that arise from Benigno's actions, especially as Benigno himself cannot recognize them as questionable or unethical when Marco confronts him? And what is the effect of representing Benigno as a fundamentally likeable and understandable character? Is Benigno the most frightening stranger, then, the proverbial "wolf in sheep's clothing" that capitalizes precisely on the desire for human contact that also powers the film's diegesis? Far from sharing an experience with Alicia, Benigno in effect substitutes narcissistic projection for recognition of another's boundaries, mistaking rape for love and silence for Coincidence and art: Katerina (Geraldine Chaplin) and Alicia (Leonor Watling) during the performance of Masurca fogo, at the same theater where Marco and Benigno met. © Miguel Bracho/El Deseo. Photo: Miguel Bracho agreement -in short, blithely committing egregious violations of mutuality and sociality. Considering Benigno's breach of the social and sexual contract of mutuality is essential in tracing Almodóvar's epistemological aims in this film, precisely because by violating Alicia's self and body, Benigno's actions also endanger Almodóvar's overall utopian and humanistic aims.
Narrative, Melodrama, and Coincidence
The word coincidence itself points to questions of sociality, since it can refer to agreement or correspondence of opinion, as well as to temporal or spatial concurrence and coexistence. A coincidence is a special kind of event, more open-ended than fate and less random than accident. Describing events as coincidental paradoxically means that they share no apparent or inherent causal connection (as when we say, "This doesn't mean anything, it's just a coincidence"), but it also reflects the speaker's sense of surprise or recognition that events may actually be related (as when we say, "I can't believe it, this is such a coincidence"). In Talk to Her, coincidence also carries the sense of agreement or of harmony of opin-ion between people, a state that, as I will discuss, is easy to idealize and difficult to attain. And for stories and films, coincidence is that fundamental building block that structures narrative unfolding, even as it may be experienced as both too random and too deterministic, as both accidental and forced.
Almodóvar's early experiments with coincidental plots, and his fluid and exuberant storytelling more generally, posed a challenge for his viewers and critics. While often resorting to analyses of postmodern experimentation, reviewers also described Almodóvar's convoluted structures, coincidence-filled stories, and fine mix of unpredictability, randomness, and propensity for high melodrama as "zany" -a term that rightly annoys film critics. Paul Julian Smith, for example, warns that despite its "conspicuous frivolity," Almodóvar's cinema approaches serious contemporary issues with unparalleled nuance and sensitivity. For Smith, the use of terms such as zany or kitsch diminishes the import of Almodóvar's thematic and visual choices and enacts a widespread, if implicit, disrespect for cultural productions coded as "feminine" or queer. 2 While the plots of Almodóvar's films have remained characteristically complex, his control of narrative structure has come to the fore in recent years. All about My Mother (Spain, 1999) and Talk to Her earned numerous awards both for direction and screenwriting; Bad Education (Spain, 2004) was described as a tour de force for its visual handling of trauma and temporality and its text-withina-text narrative structure; 3 and Volver (Spain, 2006) was honored for its screenplay and the caliber of the cast's performances in a number of international film festivals. Few, if any, would describe Almodóvar's style in recent years as a "dizzy free-for-all," 4 or as a loony and random collision of frenzied character "particles." 5 Almodóvar's recent self-conscious return to themes and imagery from his earlier films gives his oeuvre an air of consistency and purposefulness in a retroactive, or in Marsha Kinder's term "retro-serial," reevaluation of narrative options. 6 While developmental explanations of this transformation focus on Almodóvar's maturation as a writer and director and on the increasingly professional modes of production that have disciplined the improvised rhythm of his earlier films, 7 the current appreciation of his narDownloaded from https://read.dukeupress.edu/camera-obscura/article-pdf/23/2 (68)/1/400960/CO68_02_Kakoudaki.pdf by guest on 15 January 2019 rative craft is also connected to the modes of address inherent in comedic and melodramatic genres. Coincidence is associated not only with timing but also with the narrative and emotional impact of events in both generic modes, an impact minimized in comedy and elaborated in melodrama. Considered as an authorial tendency, Almodóvar's use of the coincidence plot in both comic and melodramatic modalities provides a crucial entry point for identifying his narrative propensities as an auteur.
In general, Almodóvar uses coincidence as a narrative gesture that simultaneously enacts closure and openness. The traditional coincidence plot, presented by Aristotle in Poetics and still considered relevant to narrative theories today, revolves around an interaction between recognition (anagnorisis) and the reversal of intention or circumstance (peripeteia). As in the case of Sophocles' Oedipus the King, Aristotle's frequent example, recognition "is a change from ignorance to knowledge" and has the best dramatic results "when it occurs simultaneously with a reversal." 8 Reversal and recognition indeed coincide in that play; both are triggered by the messenger's news to Oedipus that the people he thought were his parents are not really his parents, a message that activates a series of further recognitions of the meaning of Oedipus's past actions and present relationships. Traditional coincidence plots often produce the recognition of kinship ties, and in Oedipus these ties have been complicated by the long delay in recognition that led to the murder of his father and his marriage to his mother. Kinship reunion in this sense is a catastrophe, Aristotle's word for a radical change (or turn, strophē ) of fortune. 9 These ancient narrative concepts prove apt descriptors of the last scenes of Talk to Her : Marco and Alicia seem to recognize each other, though each on different grounds, a recognition that has the potential to change the future for both of them. And yet this recognition is enacted in an intriguingly nonclassical way. The two know little about one another, and their momentary spark does not explain or disclose their true connection. The text ends soon after staging this coincidental encounter, and therefore its open-ended structure partly allows for an expansive fairy tale -like fantasy in which Marco and Alicia may be imagined as "living hap-pily ever after," or for an alternative tragic fantasy in which they remain apart despite their attraction because of the traumatic legacy of earlier events, the film's tragic bequest to the future. Both the fairy-tale fantasy and the "star-crossed lovers" fantasy are satisfying in their own ways precisely because they remain potential, untested against the realities of human communication that the film otherwise presents with significant nuance. Surely this is not a full Aristotelian recognition, then, since it reveals nothing new about the past or the future, discloses no new facts about the identity of the self or of the other, creates no binding structure for any future outcomes, and is rather haphazardly motivated by a random event, two people's attendance of the same dance performance. It also fails to qualify as a proper classical coincidence in cinematic terms, since it arrives at the very end of the film to tie up loose ends, a fundamental liability for a classical structure. As David Bordwell observes in his work on the classical Hollywood cinema, "the later in the film a coincidence occurs, the weaker it is; and it is very unlikely that the story [in classical Hollywood films] will be resolved by coincidence." 10 Indeed, early screenwriting manuals of the 1910s and 1920s recommend restraint in the use of coincidence and advise reserving it primarily for initial situations. Bordwell remarks: "Boy and girl may meet by accident, but they cannot rely upon chance to keep their acquaintance alive" (13) . Classic cinematic narrative demands a certain kind of realism, which in turn prioritizes psychological causality and obscures its own modes of construction. Because it can radically undermine this fragile realism, coincidence has to be deployed very carefully.
Contemporary cinema offers examples of numerous narrative innovations that both adhere to and revise classical patterns, in mainstream Hollywood as well as in independent film and international and art-house cinema. What I call the "coincidence plot" in Almodóvar's work partly corresponds to what Bordwell describes as "network narratives" or "converging-fates plots." For Bordwell such experiments are the result of a productive cross-pollination of storytelling modes, as classical story lines are infused with the excitement of new conventions from alternative traditions, comic books, independent cinema, television, serial narratives, chaos theory, and so on. 11 [US, 2006] ). Although these directors use variations of network or coincidence plots, such stylistic conventions compete with a personal and distinctly auteurist approach to narrative structure, partly instigated by larger cinematic, epistemological, or political concerns and filtered through cultural expectations that often differ from the Anglo-American assumptions we can presume structure the classical mode. 12 What is Almodóvar's specific use of the coincidence plot? Though most of the narrative structure of Talk to Her adheres to the norms of classical narration, coincidental events are naturalized and acceptable in this story, while it is willed and causally motivated events that paradoxically carry the weight of surprise and unexpectedness. For example, the randomness of Marco and Alicia's first mutual meeting (many people went to the theater that day) acquires narrative and emotional heft through the compounding effect of spatial coincidence and narrative precedent (they meet at the same theater where Benigno and Marco met earlier in the film, attending the work of the same artist, and at a poignant moment in the diegesis). By contrast, Lydia's (Rosario Flores) return to her old boyfriend, El Niño (Adolfo Fernández), occurs at an unspecified time and place, remaining secret for most of the film. Presented without the unfolding of psychological motivation that characterizes classical narrative, this willed and conscious action thus remains mysterious and surprising. Almodóvar's use of classical styles is also highly selective. In contrast to the presumed priorities of melodrama, for example, the film shrinks away from the emotional confrontations it has created: Marco avoids disclosing to Alicia what he already knows about her, Benigno never sees the awakened Alicia to test his love for her when she is conscious, Lydia never tells Marco that she wants to break up with him, and, as if to expand the scope of these evasions, the audience never has to choose between mutually exclusive moral positions when it comes to responding to Benigno's actions. Constantly returning to the contrast between real and fantasmatic narrative expectations, the film thematizes the projective potential of self-narration and the problems that ensue from narrative itself, especially in the character of Benigno, who has written his own story with Alicia and happily inhabits it. Indeed, the film not only avoids positing a dichotomy between good and evil, but it also actively frustrates or impedes such characterizations by obscuring or concealing the unfolding and impact of important events. As I will explain in more detail later, by refusing to confer moral judgment on Benigno's actions, Almodóvar resists the Manichaean tendencies of melodrama, even as he has created a situation in this film that seems designed to demand moral judgment. On the other hand, the film utilizes a classical, even Aristotelian, figuration of coincidence as a narrative and dramatic tool, especially to bring narrative lines together and to enable poignant meetings among strangers. To explore the import and impact of this function of coincidence, we can now return to Marco and Alicia's meeting at the theater lobby with increased awareness of its narrative implications.
How Strangers Meet
Despite the fact that it occurs between relative strangers, the scene of mutual recognition between Marco and Alicia in the theater lobby has heightened stakes. We know very little about Alicia, as Almodóvar himself points out, and what we do know is reported by other characters, especially her devoted attendant Benigno, who provides all we do know in his flashback: she loves dancing, traveling, and watching silent films. But there is much as well that Alicia herself does not know. For example, she is unaware of the fact that Marco knows her or that they have "met" before. Is it indeed pure chance that they both attend this performance? Given the information provided by the film, theirs seems a somewhat fated meeting. Marco is interested in Bausch and attended a performance of Café Müller a few months back, where Benigno noticed him crying. We know that Alicia loves modern dance. Was she inspired to attend this particular show because she found the framed autograph of Bausch in her hospital room, the one that Benigno acquired for her after Café Müller? And what does she know now about that time in her life? In a way, Marco holds a key to crucial elements of her memory and history, having witnessed her everyday life at the hospital and the events that ensued: her rape by Benigno and her subsequent awakening from the coma after the baby she conceived died at birth. Marco is also the witness of Benigno's emotional attachment to Alicia and his earnest if misguided devotion to her. As Katerina's intervention implies, with Benigno now dead, this aspect of the story has been submerged or erased for Alicia by those around her.
That a stranger could have access to such an important personal history is an obvious melodramatic topos: since he knows what happened to her, Marco has the potential to fill in the gaps in Alicia's story. At the end of a film that stages multiple scenes of narration, indeed, one that Almodóvar has described as being about narration, 13 Marco is "loaded" with a story he can narrate to her, the story of the missing years of her own life. And yet it is Alicia who is the active partner in this potential tale that begins at the end of the film. While she does not really recognize Marco, she "recognizes" certain things about him, his sadness at the performance and his intense reaction to her, and it is these qualities that seem to draw her attention and her gaze.
Marco at this point occupies a position paralleling that of the film's viewer, and both arrive into the encounter with Alicia while still experiencing the emotional aftershock of the film's preceding events, Benigno's suicide and Marco's visit to Benigno's grave. The audience knows why Marco reacts so intensely to her gaze at the theater lobby. Alicia facilitates or embodies Marco's personal and continuous contact with the uncanny, in the way she opened her unseeing eyes when he first saw her at the hospitalreclining like Francisco Goya's Nude Maja on her bed -and the way she now seems to have come back from the dead. In addition to the coincidence that brings both of them to the same performance and to the coincidence that they are seated only one row away from each other, the possibility that he is crying because he is thinking of her story with Benigno adds another kind of coincidence, this one more fantasmatic in its implications. Although as viewers we should know better, it is difficult to resist the impulse to imagine that we know why Marco cries and to seek our reward for this projection in Alicia's reactions. This kind of projection is, after all, what melodramatic structures facilitate: they provide the necessary emotional background that allows us to imagine that we know, or understand, or feel the effect of the events on the screen. As a type of animation, the viewer's ability to fill in emotional content has distinct similarities with Benigno's own projection onto Alicia, his sense that he knows what she wants. "Why does this man cry?" Alicia seems to be asking. "Because he is thinking of a story that involves you" may be the answer mentally supplied by the audience. The film barely retains a realist register under the pressure of this romantic fantasy of absolute and circular connection in which lovers-to-be have always been destined for each other, in which a first look may carry all the density and depth of a shared history, and in which a lover already knows something very intimate about the beloved, something that the beloved does not know.
The fantasmatic potential of its ending thus compounds and perhaps delivers the promises implied in the film's other complex associations with fairy-tale structures, its representation of Alicia as a vulnerable "sleeping beauty" lying in a new kind of forest (the name of the clinic is El Bosque, The Forest) and awakened with a (sexual) kiss. 14 As with the heteronormative endings of traditional fairy tales, this potential romance between Marco and Alicia attempts to restore a traditional heterosexual order at the end of the film, thus attempting to correct or counter the radical deployments of sexuality, desire, and power unleashed in the diegesis. 15 The narrative coincidence of Marco and Alicia's presence at the theater is built into a layered fantasy of recognition, one that proposes that strangers are already related and know more about each other than anyone could reasonably imagine. Rather than center on family or other networks, the important debates and concerns of this film revolve around strangers: the connectedness that emerges between strangers, the ways in which lovers may remain relative strangers to each other, the estrangement that befalls some lovers in the film (Lydia and El Niño, Marco and Lydia), and the complete absence of estrangement that is projected in the representation of other potential lovers (Benigno and Alicia, according to Benigno, of course; Marco and Benigno in the fusion of their faces over the prison glass; Marco and Alicia at the end of the film). The tension between realism and fantasy that I emphasize in the lobby scene, between the causal explanation as to why Alicia looks at Marco and the transcendental explanation of prefigured connection between them, extends to these figurations of intimacy as well. As even this preliminary listing implies, it is only the potential relationships, the fantasy relationships, that sustain the possibility of total fusion and absolute nonestrangement between lovers. The real relationships in the film have to grapple with the realities of communication and difference, with the fact that we need to talk and listen to each other because we cannot guess and should not project what the other feels or thinks. Melodrama in this setting functions as a translation device, one that externalizes and distributes all that is private and secret, even as it preserves the facts of distance and difference.
Among their many pleasures, narrative and representational media often replace the randomness of everyday life with order, sometimes even a sense of fate, as if in our cultural productions we construct the kinds of closure and meaningfulness that everyday life rarely provides. Meaning itself may be regarded as an effect of narration, of the stories we create to make significant arrangements from arbitrary elements or unconnected details. Coincidence adds a complex note to this desire for causal and narrative meaningfulness. As a narrative choice, coincidence has the capacity to overturn or redirect the narrative, to bring narrative strands together, or to fulfill narrative aims in satisfying ways. But although we often recognize coincidence in everyday life, narrative decorum limits its use in fiction, since coincidence can undermine narrative pleasure. This is because coincidence, in the novel, for example, has a "transcendentalizing effect": it alerts readers to the structuring principles of the fiction, and specifically to the author's hand, the author's choice in arranging the chain of depicted events. 16 The paradox, then, is that while coincidence in everyday life may precipitate a feeling of the preciousness and importance of human relations in the context of a rather random universe, in fiction it can quickly become a proxy for forces that foreclose possibility and impose certain outcomes. When narrative resolutions seem forced or unnatural, they reveal the author's presence and maneuverings, and while such authorial presence can be experienced as omniscient and powerful, it is also somewhat oppressive.
Theorists of the coincidence plot in narrative fiction often return to the work of certain nineteenth-century authors, such as Charles Dickens and Thomas Hardy, whose multilayered novels have often been faulted for their frequent recourse to coincidence. According to Neil Forsyth, Dickens struggled with balancing the delight in the unexpected that coincidence engages with the need to thoroughly structure his complex novels. Spontaneity, openness, and freedom, the emotional effects of coincidental events, can easily give way to more somber feelings, to the sense that events conform to "an overriding pattern of significance," that they are fated or preordained. 17 To balance these potential contradictions, Forsyth proposes that for Dickens a novel must be designed so that events and characters cohere, but this overall design should be obscured for much of the fiction. Narrative exposition thus oscillates between the reader's naive delight at the discovery of connections, especially when such discoveries predate those of the characters, and an authorial perspective that already knows all (158).
To describe his sense of plotting, Dickens makes a distinction between fate and Providence in a letter to Wilkie Collins (himself famous for his elaborate plots), which Forsyth quotes: "I think the business of art is to lay all that ground carefully, but with the care that conceals itself -to show, by a backward light, what everything has been working to -but only to suggest, until the fulfillment comes. These are the ways of Providence, of which all art is but a little imitation" (163). If the author's hand were to become palpable in the fiction, it would be aligned with the workings of fate, foreclosing the pleasure of discovery and the feeling of suspense that result from guessing but not fully knowing what will happen next. Dickens proposes that treating authorial design as equivalent to Providence offers a better method for channeling reader expectations. Events are not ever truly random in this mode, as the reader anticipates that plotlines will cohere and eventually make sense; but the overall design and narrative outcomes are not obvious, nor do they conform to a fixed and preexisting order. Providential readings are hopeful for meaning or for specific future outcomes ("There must be some hidden reason for this"), but they are also often retroactive (an event makes sense because it fits with previous events).
If fate is associated with tragedy in Dickens's schema, the connection of Providence with the "rescue plot" confirms the link between narrative, suspense, meaning, and the possibility of melodramatic reversal. Rescue plots are, of course, a major feature of melodrama, a mode that operates, as Linda Williams has suggested, with the tension of important events occurring "too late" or "in the nick of time." 18 In a wider philosophical sense, melodrama fundamentally engages the desire for reversibility and change, enabling alternative endings or true reversals of fortune, whereas tragedy presents causal inevitability or features reversals that ensure the submission of individual human fate to larger patterns of divine order (in ancient tragedy) or those of a deterministic social order (in modern tragedy). Despite the religious echo of the term, a providential narrative allows for more potentiality, since the unfolding of the fiction may surprise or challenge the preexisting orders we recognize in the world. 19 Dickens exploits this possibility in the many reversals of status and social standing featured in his books. The business of fiction in Dickens's texts is not to enforce the social order but to subtly undermine it, presenting alternatives or hidden possibilities even in the categories of the real that readers too complacently accept. In the dialectic between fate and coincidence that characterizes Dickens's later novels, for example, he often uses coincidence to reveal familial relationships that have themselves been ruptured by chance, malice, or oppressive social structures. Characters that seem to move in different social realms are revealed to be intimately related: lost children and parents are reunited, beggars are discovered to have been of noble birth, and the seemingly absolute difference between social classes turns out to be a fiction itself. 20 We see this fascination with the modern connectivity of strangers in Almodóvar's films as well, where it similarly seems to signal an epistemological and philosophical concern rather than a mere mannerism.
In describing a narrative event as a coincidence, we may refer to the author's action, the ways in which he or she sets the characters in a particular way so that they can meet and propel the narrative further, or to the experience of the characters, who may or may not find their own meeting surprising. We may also use the term to express the audience's sense of the event. For example, Benigno and Marco's meeting in the first dance performance in Talk to Her can be described as a coincidence in technical narrative terms: this is how Almodóvar chose to bring these two characters together and start the film. Authorial intention in this case is related to randomness: unless we are told otherwise, we assume no intentionality or causality in how unrelated ticket buyers are seated in a public event. Although the film will gradually transform precisely this randomness of everyday life into something akin to fate or destiny, its beginning alerts us to the ways in which public culture connects strangers, in settings that allow very intimate private experiences to occur in public.
But within the world of the film, the two men cannot describe the same meeting as a coincidence because they had no expectation of meeting or not meeting; they just happened to be seated next to each other, and they have no sense of the future connections that the film will thrust on them. It is the men's second meeting at the hospital that would be described as coincidental from their point of view. Almodóvar heightens the meaning of these encounters by transforming all first meetings of his character combinations into second meetings, a tendency that signals his insistence that even strangers are already connected, in the way Dickens also describes, and that implies that meeting someone is an unfolding process, not a single event. The audience's sense of when a coincidence occurs differs dramatically as well, because in a cinematic text the filmmaker can easily provide the impression of second meetings through visual and spatial continuity. Coincidence is an effect of recognition, not of surprise. Precisely because coincidental events depend on repetition, partial knowledge, and prefigured narrative function, they are often designed for the benefit of the audience rather than for that of the characters, thus infusing events with the kind of intimacy, prefigured poignancy, and emotional intensity we experience in
In general, then, the reading of a scene or event as a coincidence depends on the divergence of authorial, spectatorial, and character points of view, as these different points of view apply radically different rules for such an assignation. Since cinematic representation manipulates both spatial and temporal dimensions, the recognition of coincidence is fundamentally shaped by visual representational choices and by the narrative order or unfolding of the film, by its discursive dimension. This is the narratological distinction between story and discourse: the story of the film (what happened and when) can follow a real-life order of events as they occur earlier and later, much in the same way that we may describe the film's plot in a linear fashion. Its discourse (how things are depicted on screen and in what order), however, follows a logic of exposition independent of the reality and order of the actual events. 21 Almodóvar manipulates this distinction in Talk to Her, using it to exacerbate the problem of knowing and not knowing, to hide from audience and characters any means of knowing when events occur, and to constantly modulate the distances between the points of view of the audience, the characters, and the author.
Almodóvar's visual treatments often exploit the divergence of spectatorial and character points of view by constructing coincidences specifically for the benefit of the audience. For example, in the last theater scene of Talk to Her, the audience is the first to recognize the coincidence when we see Marco crying through Alicia's point of view -clearly they are both in the same theater and only feet from each other. Then there is a sequential parceling out of this same coincidence, a repetition that treats it like a slowly turning prism: first, the audience realizes that this is a coincidence, but the characters do not know yet; then Marco realizes this is a coincidence when Alicia catches his eye in the lobby, but she does not know yet; then Katerina realizes that this is a coincidence when she sees them talking, and Alicia still does not know.
A classic melodramatic resolution might push forward to the climactic moment when Alicia herself finds out, as that moment would finally merge all the dispersed points of view that the scene presents, staging a fantasy of unification and of "central plenitude" that Peter Brooks describes as one of the fundamental functions of melodrama in modernity. 22 This the film refrains from doing, a withholding that, in my view, generates a sense of relief for the audience. Although such a final recognition would be the stuff that high melodrama is made of (painful, unimaginable, excruciating, delicious), explaining the story to Alicia on-screen would resemble a spiral and self-conscious return to all the traumatic events of the diegesis, events that were tolerable in their subtle and veiled first run, but that would be difficult to watch again in full knowledge of the circumstances. Here Almodóvar self-consciously deploys a Hitchcockean narrative structure, revised to allow for the introduction of potentiality and a kind of decorum. We can imagine Vertigo (dir. Alfred Hitchcock, US, 1958) as the operative reference, with some reconfigurations to its narrative unfolding that aim to avoid, for example, Scottie's (James Stewart) recognition that Madeleine and Judy (Kim Novak) are the same woman, or to rewrite Judy's final fall at the mission that returns the film to its initial trauma (Scottie's chase and fall from the rooftops) and to its midpoint trauma (Madeleine's fall). Though some of that sense of vertigo caused by recognition and repetition is clearly experienced by Marco in the theater scene (and motivates my own description of the spiral-like sequence of recognitions), Alicia's realization is deferred, as Almodóvar revises or avoids in Talk to Her the cruel doubling over the film's traumatic territory that Hitchcock deploys in Vertigo. Marco's gesture in the lobby, which can also be described as signaling something like "Let's not get into that," is precisely Almodóvar's narrative and textual gesture. This is the moment when, with one or two phrases, Marco could have stepped over the boundary of Alicia's ignorance with a simple line like, "I am sorry I seem so startled, I just realized that I know who you are," and so on. Marco's gesture marks a character's decision coinciding with the author's decision not to talk more, or at least not now, about the events of the film.
In addition to consistently transforming first meetings, or meetings among strangers, into second meetings, which both the characters and the audience can recognize as partly coincidental, Almodóvar's stylistic vocabulary in Talk to Her includes a careful deployment of classical patterns of prefiguration and causal explanation for specific objects and events. The film, for example, provides numerous examples of classic cinema's unwritten "rule of three," which proposes that an event becomes important if it is mentioned three times. 23 Almodóvar seems to be enacting that rule when he presents objects in the mise-en-scène and goes to great lengths to provide them with their own history and emotional density. Take Alicia's hair clip, for example. We never see Alicia wear it, but we see it at least three times in the film: first, when Benigno steals it from her room and puts it in his pocket; second, when he is playing with it while awaiting her arrival at the ballet studio; and third, when Marco retrieves it along with Benigno's other belongings from the prison after Benigno's suicide.
While it is a mundane object on its first appearance onscreen, the hair clip becomes increasingly more significant. Almodóvar uses close-ups to highlight the actual design of the object, the way it resembles a set of jaws and can thus be imagined as representing Benigno's own proprietary desire toward Alicia. The voice-over that concludes this long flashback by explaining Alicia's accident indeed comes on as Benigno gazes out the window, holding her hair clip and pressing it to clench and unclench its little jaws. The hair clip in that instance becomes instrumental in representing a desire and an unvoiced plea that the universe is about to answer: as he will later say to Marco, Benigno considers Alicia's accident as a kind of gift given personally to him by the rain and the accident. But in its third appearance, after Benigno's suicide, the object carries an entirely different feeling: that Benigno always had this object in his pocket, that the prison authorities did not let him keep it, and that Marco now discovers it incongruously stuffed in a paper envelope convey all the sadness of unspoken love and missed connections. The emotional content of the hair clip is thus created both by its recurrence in the film and by Marco's grief. Always eager to push the emotional envelope, Almodóvar brings up the hair clip one more time, during Marco's visit to Benigno's grave: Marco makes sure that Benigno is buried with the object in his pocket, thus circling back to the first instance of the object's presence. The sexual analogies invited by this line of reasoning become obvious in retrospect, with Benigno's desire to have something belonging to Alicia in his pocket standing for his action of entering her metaphorical "pocket" and eventually leaving something of himself there. As with other events in this film, meaning and causality are affected by the small things one cannot see, by secret feelings and secret objects in secret pockets.
The story of the hair clip offers the kind of iconic repetition and narrative density that accrues around objects in classical melodrama, as in the action of lighting two cigarettes that punctuates the bittersweet relationship between Charlotte (Bette Davis) and Jerry (Paul Henreid) in Now, Voyager (dir. Irving Rapper, US, 1942). Almodóvar constructs emotional meaning by carefully placing bits of information about an object throughout the film, clues he allows the audience to slowly gather and connect as the film progresses. This is a classical utilization of suspense structures, as it involves the audience in a satisfying detective story that is not necessarily overtly thematized by the film. The interior of Benigno's apartment provides another such opportunity. We see paint swatches on the wall behind Benigno's bed at the beginning of the film; then cut to a magazine on the floor turned to an earmarked page displaying a modern bedroom set. In the makeover narrative that unfolds over the course of the film, we also see the "before" pictures in Benigno's flashback, which features the apartment deco-rated, we imagine, according to his mother's taste. Benigno shows the magazine with the modern bedroom to Alicia and describes his intention to recreate this look in his apartment. Marco's visit to the apartment after Benigno's arrest reveals the completed renovation, bringing the makeover subplot to a satisfying conclusion and ratifying the clues dispersed throughout the film for the detecting audience. The operative classical text here for me is Mildred Pierce (dir. Michael Curtiz, US, 1945) -a film that Almodóvar returns to frequently in his work. Before and after pictures of the renovations both of the beach house and of the family mansion are dispersed throughout that film and provide visual cues for the film's complex treatment of temporality. But the final apartment sequence in Talk to Her includes another poignant summation: when Marco wakes up in the renovated bedroom, he receives Benigno's phone message announcing his intention to commit suicide. As with the hair clip, we experience the allegorical or symbolic dimension associated with the object after all the important actions have already taken place, here on the day of Benigno's death: Benigno has literally brought the magazine image to life, an evocative counterpart of his other enlivening actions that culminate in Alicia's pregnancy and awakening.
But while the film overtly provides opportunities for detective work and rewards audiences for recognizing coincidences and retaining visual clues, some of the key moments of the film remain secret. Benigno's sexual relationship with the comatose Alicia and Lydia's return to El Niño are surprising events since they remain unheralded by the hints and gradual developments that characterize other actions. In contrast to its treatment of the hair clip and of the apartment, the film is more withholding here: while pivotal, these events are allowed to remain inaccessible, belonging to the domain of the characters' own private spheres and the author's realm of influence. In technical terms, these are causally motivated events, the personal and chosen actions of specific characters, and according to classic narrative and melodramatic conventions, they should feel understandable and flow from characterization and psychological motivation. Almodóvar, however, reverses the surprise quotient of these willed actions: they are more unexpected, for example, than the true coincidences of the film, which the director has taken great care to contextualize and naturalize. Their surprising nature is also augmented by their strange temporality: although we find out about them suddenly, they seem to have had a long diegetic duration. As El Niño reveals, he and Lydia had been together for a month before her injury; and it seems that Benigno was having sex with Alicia for a while before being caught -indeed, it seems that Alicia became pregnant sometime during the diegetic span of the film. In contrast to other instances of sharing complete causal trajectories with viewers, these absolutely important reversals occur without prefiguration. We find out about them too late and too suddenly, as if they are designed to break the rules of classic narration.
Almodóvar provides only subtle clues about Lydia's and Benigno's actions, in effect also making it difficult for the audience to use principles of psychological motivation to understand these characters. Lydia conceals her intentions and decisions from Marco, and the film also conceals the complete subplot of her actions from the viewer. As a result, her secret reconciliation with El Niño and her secret phone call to him during the wedding she attends feel sudden, surprising, and even unmotivated in narrative terms. It is only in retrospect that we can figure out the sequence of events, the fact that Lydia's phone call has already or just occurred by the time we see her crying and by the time Marco enters the church. Her tears may even eventually strike Marco as a cruel and ironic coincidence: talking to Lydia after the wedding of his ex-girlfriend, Marco reveals that he used to cry when he saw something that moved him because he could not tell her. Little does he know that this is precisely why Lydia was crying too, and in her own way she did what he could not do: she called El Niño. Lydia and Marco share a certain emotional experience but at different times and places and in relation to different people. While such experiences are the kinds of events that may bring people closer together, these missed clues and connections imply a realm of privacy and secrecy that remains inaccessible both to the characters and to the viewers of the film.
In contrast to the imperative of its title and its overt encouragement of communication, the film's action actually pivots on nondisclosure, privacy, and secrecy, even when the beloved is not comatose. Communication, knowing someone's actions or intentions, and sharing someone's personal and emotional life are thematized as consistent problems between people, as, in fact, somewhat unsolvable or inescapable problems. The interiority of other people remains a boundary, one that verbal communication is supposed to but cannot always traverse. It is this boundary that Benigno ignores in his own extreme approach to communication. The secret subplot here shares with Lydia's deception the same narrative emphasis on a retroactive reordering of important events, the same obsessive treatment of timing and manipulation of screen time. A second viewing of the film, for example, reveals that we might have guessed the truth about Alicia's pregnancy given that her period is such a recurring theme in the diegesis. She is menstruating at the very beginning of the film, a fact that her nurses notice and mention publicly while they bathe her. As we discover during the hospital investigation scenes, Alicia has missed two periods by the end of the film. Benigno falsifies the charts to cover her first missed period, which he adds in the week that the other nurse is out with the flu, the week that also includes the night of Benigno's attendance of The Shrinking Lover. Her second missed period alerts the hospital staff and leads to the discovery of her pregnancy. Benigno's narration of The Shrinking Lover provides the first clues of the real situation between Benigno and Alicia for the audience, a situation that is delivered through the themes and visual images of the silent film, followed by the close-up of the lava lamp on Alicia's bedside table that further discloses the sexual nature of their relationship. But when we scrutinize the film's internal timelines, and realize that Alicia is already pregnant when Benigno's indirect confession takes place, it becomes clear that these important visual clues (sexual imagery in The Shrinking Lover, the lava lamp) occur at a temporal disjunction from the events they symbolize (the initiation of sexual contact between Benigno and Alicia). Benigno has been having sex with Alicia already by then, during the film's most insistently innocuous representation of this relationship.
The Shrinking Lover thus enables three allegorical readings, all retroactive: in the first, the short film constitutes Benigno's indirect confession of what he is about to do to Alicia, as the tenor and quality of his body language when he narrates the story to her seem ominous for the first time in Talk to Her. First viewings of the film thus invite a partial temporal coincidence between the narration of The Shrinking Lover and Benigno's rape of Alicia. In the second allegorical reading, The Shrinking Lover provides viewers with imagery and sexual connotations for what Benigno has already been doing to Alicia: since she is already pregnant that evening, Benigno's rape of Alicia precedes the scenes of his newly sexualized body language and coincides with the screen time of the first part of Talk to Her (when Benigno was the exemplary devoted attendant). By overtly locating Alicia's first period, Almodóvar has cruelly implicated screen time with rape, as Alicia has been raped and impregnated "in front of our eyes." And while her pregnancy proves that she has been raped at least once, it does not preclude the possibility of Alicia's repeated violation -a possibility that results in my own choice of tenses (Benigno has been raping Alicia) and registers the feeling of ambient guilt that renders subsequent viewings of the film increasingly painful. Finally, the third allegorical reading of The Shrinking Lover depends on how literally or liberally we are willing to read the imagery of the silent film and on how willing we are to register its implicit disclosures in language. At the end of The Shrinking Lover, for example, we follow the miniscule man's decision to fully merge with his gigantic beloved by taking off all his clothes and disappearing fully inside her body. Considered allegorically as another of Benigno's retroactive confessions, this aspect of the short film's narrative indeed presents not just the basic facts of the case but also a change in Benigno's secret actions, perhaps from a stage in which Benigno is careful to cover his tracks to less guarded sexual behavior (the lover's removal of his clothes standing for perhaps removing a condom, his decision to remain inside the body of his beloved standing for a decision not to withdraw before ejaculation). In addition to exposing the sexual interaction between Benigno and Alicia to the audience, then, the silent film enacts an additional confession designed to remain secret. Since he is the one falsifying the charts that week, Benigno must both know and not be able to acknowledge that Alicia is pregnant -and perhaps his narration of the plot of The Shrinking Lover privately enacts his first and only acknowledgment of what he has done and how.
By showing and not telling, the film traffics in a mode of presentation that both enables and negates knowledge, and this contradiction allows Benigno to remain sympathetic and likeable to an audience that can both criticize his actions and partly (and implicitly) exonerate him. Utilizing the melodramatic potential of secrets and their slow or partial disclosure, Almodóvar ensures that the audience remains ignorant of Benigno's sexual relations with Alicia and that when the secret is revealed, it is already "too late" because Alicia is already pregnant. While we have been complimented by the film for being good detectives, we have remained clueless to this most important set of events. For viewers, Benigno's representation unfolds in a number of stages, from initial discomfort, when Alicia's nudity and Benigno's extraordinary attentions to her feel strange at first, to a stage of familiarization and normalization, as Benigno's persona and good humor lull us into a sense of trust, to renewed discomfort and betrayal when Alicia's pregnancy is revealed. At this point in the film we may imagine that we share some responsibility for Benigno's actions (as does the hospital personnel), that Benigno's familiarity with Alicia's body was indeed inappropriate, and that by tolerating it we were also implicated in his crime.
Almodóvar thus tends to transform one kind of event into another: willed events become unmotivated surprises for the viewer, while events that can be considered random or that reveal authorial intervention and design (e.g., where someone is seated in a theater) become coincidences through the accretion of important details or the revelation of past histories. Such a transformation of authorial intervention is nowhere more visible than in the representation of Alicia's and Lydia's accidents, which the narrative connects to forces of nature and specifically prefigures in the diegesis. The first bullfight we see Lydia perform includes cuts to the watching El Niño and his manager, the latter fearful that Lydia is endangering herself that day because El Niño is there. The slow-motion visual treatment of the bullfight adds a palpable sense of foreboding to the scene, which is exacerbated by the fact that at the end Lydia seems to turn her back to the bull before the kill. By contrast, her goring is all too quick, a head-on collision without suspense or temporal extension, and a rather unexpected turn of events particularly after the ritualistic buildup of her dressing and preparation scene. Narrative conventions have not accustomed us to expect such rapid reversals, especially after scenes that seem designed to heighten the visual pleasure of what is to ensue. The bull, featured in a close-up profile after the accident, acts as a force of nature, uncontained by narrative parameters and expectations. Similarly, Alicia's accident is prefigured when she jaywalks after talking to Benigno, a scene filmed as if to provoke a sense of danger for the audience as she breezily threads through the busy street. As Benigno will mention more than once later in the film, it was raining on the day of her accident, and he thus associates the rain with a kind of generous force -the force that gave Alicia to him. The bull and the rain thus act as diegetic stand-ins for the decisions made by the author and as agents of a naturalized and inescapable causality. The events that the author specifically Prefiguring accident: Alicia jaywalking away from Benigno after their only "real"/narrated meeting. © Miguel Bracho/ El Deseo. Photo: Miguel Bracho chooses are transformed into the kinds of events that in everyday life people usually do not choose.
Just as many of the film's coincidences feel motivated because they flow from a desire for connection that viewers and characters share, at the base of the film's causal spirals, we find not intention but a kind of indescribable inevitability. This treatment surprisingly extends to Benigno's actions. In addition to thwarting viewer efforts to truly see what Benigno did and when, the film also thwarts any clear method for understanding why he did what he did. The possible answers to this second question are contradictory: because he is a sociopath (an explanation made possible by Benigno's short description of his childhood during a visit to the psychologist); because he loves Alicia and thinks she loves him (the explanation Benigno himself might provide); because people are unpredictable (an open-ended response implicit in the film's handling of ethical responsibility); because people are driven by passion and desire (another possible Almodovarian explanation based on his treatment of sexual desire in other films); and of course, the final answer, "nobody knows." In his DVD commentary, Almodó-var adds another indirect possibility when he states that "nature is amoral in itself," thus connecting Benigno's actions to natural forces, as he does in the cases of Lydia's and Alicia's accidents. Almodóvar thus partly absolves Benigno, ascribing his willed actions to the workings not of will, nor of Providence, but of human nature, or even just "nature," the agent that is closest to fate in Almodóvar's usually nondeterministic secular structures. As if equated to the other natural forces that have been the causes of important events, the rain that caused Alicia's accident, the bull that gored Lydia, Benigno's passion in this film counters all moral and social limits, acting as a causal and a redeeming agent at the same time. Almodóvar's transformational treatment of events becomes visible here as well, in the association of authorial perspective with nature: the three events that fundamentally carry out the author's intentions belie their origin and design, instead appearing to be as inevitable and unquestionable as natural forces.
Perhaps it is to be expected that a film so engaged with the workings of coincidence would also display an investment in determinism and order, as if coincidental events are most pleasurable when experienced against a backdrop of selective inevitability. While ostensibly focusing on communication and disclosure in the very title of Talk to Her, Almodóvar deploys an extensive vocabulary of secrecy and concealment in the film's narration, in a semantic strand that prioritizes visual over linguistic disclosure, and silence over speech. The dialectic friction between these elements fuels the emotional dynamism of the film, as events constantly oscillate between coincidence and determinism, between the potential of others to enrich our lives and their power to violate us. In contrast to the circular repetitions of All about My Mother (where chance encounters develop into loose and supportive bonds) and to the claustrophobia of Bad Education (where all encounters seem not only intended but designed to wound), the setting and action of Talk to Her revolve around nonknowledge, uncertainty, and ambiguity, both for the characters -who are depicted as floating, unmoored, and somewhat fluid -and for the audience.
Art and Life
By focusing on the instability of social bonds, the film accentuates our powerful investment in them, in life as well as in art. Almodó-var's tendency to highlight the formation of social relationships extends to his references to and quotations of other art forms, which thus acquire an allegorical dimension that signals the intimate enfolding of one text into another. In Talk to Her we have a number of such textual references, both overt and covert. Some performances are situated as set pieces or distinct episodes in the film. The two Bausch ballets and the performance of Caetano Veloso's "Cucurucucu Paloma" are depicted as "live" events (they are filmed for the film's viewers but experienced live for the characters). Along with the two bullfights we see Lydia perform, these events present the characters' direct involvement in live cultural and musical events, events that differ from watching a televised performance because they occasion participation in the public sphere. Indeed, the first meetings of many of the characters in the film occur during such events, and it is the characters' partici-pation in art and culture that brings them into contact with one another. Marco sees Lydia for the first time on TV and then in the bullfight, Marco and Benigno see each other for the first time when they attend the dance performance, as do Marco and Alicia. In an interesting variation on this connecting structure of public culture, Benigno "meets" a version of himself and of his actions onscreen in the plot of The Shrinking Lover, and unbeknownst to him, Marco is looking at what will happen to Lydia when he observes a black-and-white photograph of the bullfighter Manolito at the bar. As if in an effort to further extend the life of Bausch's autograph, a motivating object for a number of events in the film, Almodóvar in his commentary reveals that he held on to his own autograph of Bausch from Café Müller for many years before beginning work on Talk to Her. 24 Is the film thus directly inspired by some element of this particular dance piece? This would explain why the ballets fit in Talk to Her, and it would also provocatively reveal the film's inspiration and origins to have occurred in the same public culture that we find thematized in the diegesis -a new kind of coincidence between idea and product, as the director could be said to have "met" his film for the first time where his characters meet for the first time.
As always with Almodóvar's stylistic techniques, specific references to other art forms and literary and filmic texts abound in the visual plane and in the mise-en-scène. In Talk to Her these references further expand both the emotional logic of the film and its insistence that we are bound to each other through our participation in culture. Recognizing Almodóvar's referential gestures in this case engages the audience in a different kind of textual expansion, since the film provides for us, brought to (cinematic) life as it were, art pieces from very different media. For example, Alicia's visual representation in the hospital, her reclining posture and aesthetic treatment, often resemble famous paintings of nudes, from Goya's Nude Maya (1800) to Edward Manet's Olympia (1863). When Lydia is carried away after her accident, the visual representation and spiritual aura of the scene evoke religious iconography, with her posture as she is carried, the angle of her bent knee, and the gorgeous colors of her bullfighting suit marking the scene as an aesthetic object in general. That a camera snaps a picture of her from above contributes to the aestheticization of that moment: the photograph functions as the invasion of a painful and important moment in her life, a sign of lack of privacy in contemporary media culture. Yet if imagined as an artifact, the ensuing image would be quite painterly in composition, and its style might directly resemble paintings of Christ's descent from the cross, a major and much dispersed religious theme. Along with such general references that bring the aura of painting into the film or quote particular paintings, Almodóvar clearly brings to life David Hockney's swimming paintings, such as Portrait of an Artist (Pool with Two Figures) (1971), and his numerous lithographs and "camera works" involving pool scenes. 25 Almodóvar's visual treatment similarly transforms the conversation between Marco and Benigno through the glass partitions in the prison into a video art piece (I think of Tony Oursler's work, but other references are possible as well), as the face of one man becomes the sculptural surface on which the face and emotions of the other are projected. 26 In addition to dance, painting, video art, religious iconography, photography, and bullfighting, this process of enfolding Meeting in prison, Marco and Benigno talk amid the endless refractions of glass walls. © Miguel Bracho/El Deseo. Photo: Miguel Bracho other art forms into Talk to Her -and I use enfolding as the opposite of the concept of distanciation here -includes innumerable cinematic references. The Shrinking Lover obviously and lovingly echoes the visual, narrative, and acting styles of silent films of the 1920s, but also 1950s science fiction films such as The Incredible Shrinking Man (dir. Jack Arnold, US, 1957) and contemporary revisions of these styles in experimental films such as Guy Maddin's The Heart of the World (Canada, 2000) . Because Almodóvar is conscious of both Douglas Sirk and Luis Buñuel as his personal ancestors in terms of melodramatic and artistic heritage, Talk to Her includes many Sirkean frames that combine reflections and projections, especially revolving around Benigno (e.g., when he sits with Alicia on the hospital's balcony, or when he talks to Marco during the prison visit). Using the most overt stylistic vocabulary of distanciation, Almodóvar dares or warns us to keep our distance from Benigno, even as he makes it virtually impossible to actually do so through other means. Talk to Her also includes a sustained textual and visual homage to Buñuel's Belle de jour (France, 1967) . The restrained upper-class elegance of Benigno's apartment before the remodeling resembles Severine's (Catherine Deneuve) apartment in that film, while Benigno's devotion to the unresponsive Alicia also echoes Severine's happiness at the end of the film, when she settles in to care for her blind and paralyzed husband.
Almodóvar pays another more dispersed homage to the classical Hollywood film, which thus becomes one of the many kinds of texts and aesthetic models the director quotes, references, incorporates, and transforms in Talk to Her. I have already mentioned Vertigo, but Hitchcock's Psycho (US, 1960) resonates even more closely with the structure of Talk to Her. Benigno's portrayal as the shy and endearing young man, dominated by the presence of his mother (a mother we never see) and eventually revealed as a psychopath, clearly has parallels to the portrayal of Norman Bates (Anthony Perkins), while Lydia's goring occurs as early in the film and in as unexpected a way as Marion's (Janet Leigh) murder. Again, in Talk to Her Almodóvar refrains from the psychological exposition that dominates the ending of Psycho, just as he refrains from the traumatic repetitions of Vertigo.
Finally, in Almodóvar's treatment of Alicia and Benigno's relationship we witness the most extended and structural intertextual relationship in Talk to Her: the film's association with Ovid's Metamorphoses, and especially with book 10, which includes Orpheus's series of songs after his loss of Eurydice. Clearly, Benigno's devotion to an inaccessible and silent beloved parallels Pygmalion's love for the statue, while his ability to project his desires onto her silent form evokes the story of Narcissus. The work of Talk to Her indeed revolves around mourning and loss: Orpheus' desire for a dead beloved, symbolically transposed onto lovers turned into trees, flowers, statues, and animals in the poem, saturates the film's representation of Benigno's love for Alicia, as well as the audience's allegiance to Benigno as a lost object in the film's emotional landscape after his suicide. Through his masterful handling of classical narrative and cinematic codes and conventions, Almodóvar transforms characters, objects, and story elements into important emotional nodes, all similarly saturated with the fundamental representation of cinematic storytelling as an enlivening act. The age-old liabilities and risks of this approach dominate the treatment of Alicia, as the live woman has to be reduced into a silent supine form before in turn being enlivened by the art process. Almodóvar seems to take on this representational problem, as if accepting the dangers as well as the potential of such an Orphic representation of art and life. As characters, stories, and objects become detailed explorations of the transformation of mourning into art, they become symbolic of the participation of art in the ebb and flow of human life and of its capacity to enfold and surround us. This, in a way, is the punch line of Almodóvar's staging of so many of his characters' first meetings in this film in artistic and cultural events: art becomes one of the originating points of the expansive web that connects us to one other. Our participation enlivens the events, and they enliven us in return.
If at the heart of the Aristotelian coincidence we find the revelation of kinship and familial ties, and at the heart of the Dickensian coincidence the revelation that kinship ties undermine class structures, at the very heart of the Almodovarian coincidence in Talk to Her we find the intricate workings of art and mass culture as these create potential ties among strangers. As part of his exploration of audience and reception, of the intimacy of popular culture and of the effect popular culture can have on a personal level, Almodóvar's inclusion of other films, texts, plays, art pieces, dance performances, and songs creates a realm of sociality and relationship among texts, as well as among characters. Almodóvar's extended and careful handling of this intertextual matrix, in which references are more integrated than mere quotations and the result is thus more complex than pastiche, makes a claim for the film's own participation in an art scene that it both absorbs and transforms. The emotional treatment of these art pieces also implies that popular culture is personally made and personally consumed, as artistic and textual structures are appropriated and incorporated into the self and into the narrative structures we employ in everyday life. Despite his well-known complaints about the abuse of televisual culture, the onslaught of mere spectacle, and "telebasura" in the public sphere, Almodóvar thus presents an optimistic vision of participation and interpretation in this film, and one that confirms his overall humanist presentation of connected strangers.
Talk to Her portrays the necessity and depth of social connections, whether shared, imagined, lived, narrated, or projected. As I hope to have shown, there seems to be very little that is strange in human nature for Almodóvar, and there are hardly any strangers in the film. Even rape, an act of violence, results from intimacy and familiarity, as Benigno seems to forget that other people have boundaries and thresholds, private spaces and inaccessible thoughts. It is the fact that he is not a stranger to her that allows Benigno to use Alicia's body without concern for her will or desire, for her difference and separateness. In contrast to Lydia, who remains distinct as an individual in the film and whose desires and actions as a result remain inaccessible both to Marco and to the audience, the availability of Alicia's body and thoughts, mediated through Benigno's point of view, both facilitates the utopian visions of the film -for lovers who have met before, for the perfect merger of points of view, for absolute intimacy -and warns us about the deceptive nature of these fantasies. Although initially it seems that Benigno's actions would undermine the connectivity proposed by the film, they are an appropriate symptom of this cinematic world, an exaggerated and pathological version of the constant enfolding that the film enacts on its strangers.
The only things that remain strange in Talk to Her are precisely those that we cannot alter but seem intent to transform somehow through art: the inevitable and unforeseeable death of a beloved, exemplified in the suddenness of accident and the natural forces that provide causation for the main events in the film, and the emotional force of all the tangible and intangible things that linger after such a death, of stories and objects. Although, as I have proposed, the film's invitation to talk to each other is countered by the numerous withholdings of meaning and knowledge enacted in the diegesis, the ideal sociality of the film includes the creation of shared meaning even in the case of mundane objects such as hair clips and paint colors. It is in these narrative treatments that Almodóvar's melodramatic credentials, as well as his Ovidean and Orphic aspirations, become most visible. Acting as an antidote to the true randomness of the universe, art provides both origin and final destination for Almodóvar in this film. Beginning and ending Talk to Her in the same place, and with the same palpable quality of a meeting between people that is about to become important, Almodóvar implicitly represents the usually unseen coincidence of beginnings and endings in narrative forms.
By utilizing the workings of coincidence as a narrative force, Almodóvar engages in a sustained exploration of a kind of causation that lies in between accidental and willed actions, a hybridity in the representation of causality that exacerbates the complex moral landscape of the film. When we recognize coincidences in everyday life, we are recognizing the effect of our sustained contact with others, that we have already met people elsewhere or before, that we are not strangers. Coincidence can thus function as an alternative to the structures of alienation that affect contemporary life and, in Almodóvar's emotionally saturated narrative style, also as an alternative to the insistence on ironic distanciation that affects our critical approaches to melodrama. But desiring a merger of points of view is a dangerous dream, as Benigno's actions remind us. Almodóvar's artistic and political allegory here manages to represent utopian desires, while respecting the fact that social unifications can only succeed when we recognize the otherness of other people. While upholding a general idealization of community, and perhaps in accordance to a different set of cultural and emotional assumptions, Almodóvar also produces private spaces and a mysterious interiority, aspects of the self that remain stubbornly inaccessible to others and immune to collective demands. The film thus elicits the full range of problems associated with the existence of others, their distance from the self, the inaccessibility of their minds and thoughts, and the incomprehensibility of their motives. Inevitably connected by the forces of accident and change that surround us, and inevitably separated by the very fact of difference, we remain both intimate and strange to each other. And that, I think Almodó-var proposes, is how it should be.
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